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DARIAH connects Europe’s resources, tools and scholars

Advancing a digital revolution
in the arts and humanities
DARIAH, the Digital Research
Infrastructure for the Arts
and Humanities, is committed
to advancing the digital
revolution in the arts and
humanities across Europe
by connecting resources and
tools with the emerging next
generation of digital scholars.
Laurent Romary and Sally
Chambers

As more sources become digital,
more digital content is being
produced and more digital tools are
being deployed, we see a next
generation of digital scholars in the
humanities emerge. DARIAH aims
to connect these resources, tools and
scholars, ensuring that the state of
the art in research is sustained and
integrated across European
countries.
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EHRI Digital infrastruc-

ture as well as human
network
The European Holocaust
Research Infrastructure (EHRI)
aims to support the Holocaust
research community by
providing –online – access to
dispersed sources relating to the
Holocaust and by encouraging
collaborative research. EHRI
helps researchers overcome one
of the major challenges facing
Holocaust research: the fact that
the research materials are
dispersed across Europe.
Beyond this unique attempt to
bring information about
collections together, EHRI
activities range from promoting
new research methodologies to
conducting analyses of research
needs, e-Science standards and
technologies, and research
support. EHRI’s fellowship
programme enables researchers
to work on-site in a number of
leading institutes. EHRI
organises summer courses on
Holocaust research and
promotes a European-wide
approach.
An important condition for EHRI
to succeed is its interdisciplinary
structure. The collaboration
between historians, archivists
and e-infrastructure specialists is
a key contributing factor to
EHRI’s success.
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